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INITIAL BRIEF 

My formal complaint against Ameren Illinois is not what I have been charged for 

electricity and natural gas. 1) Rates are regulated by the Illinois Commerce Commission. 

2) I am not qualified to judge these charges. 

My objection is based solely on the compound interest charge of 1.5% per month 

applied when payment is due but not paid. Mathematically, compound whatever is valid 

only when used to predict future growth; such as, biological, financial, business, 

technological, educational (by ages), etc. When used as compound interest rates, it 

becomes, USURY, basis of all "loan sharks" as documented by Sidney Homer, Ph.D. 

Economics, Harvard University A HISTORY OF INTEREST RATES (1962-2005) in 5 

editions approximately every decade, ending 2005 (4th Ed) and Niall Ferguson, Ph.D. 

History, THE ASCENT OF MONEY in 2008. The latter has published approximately 10 

books and numerous academic papers on historic financial subjects. 

A modem adage of "Publish or Parish" applies to academic scholars seeking 

tenure. In my personal experience, I have known only two History Professors who have 

not relied on this stupid concept for promotion by simply "revising" history according to 

their personal whims. 

Historical geology teaches that most recent history is known best because 

conditions are most similar to what we can comprehend. More ancient history is least 

well known, and comprehendible because evolutionary changes are most difficult to 

comprehend. 

Niall Ferguson's scholarly work is probably the most astounding historical 
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research completed during my lifetime (9th decade). He has used all evidence available 

today; including ancient, evolving legal concepts and philosophy; written human 

documents; archeological clay tablets; mathematical concepts during transition from 

Roman to an Arabic mathematical system, during a significant transitional interval 

(5,000+ years before 2,000 AD) of pre-history to a modern Historical Epoch! 

Most importantly, both Homer and Ferguson agree completely on insights derived 

from different sources. l 

c. 

Note I. This is a simple example of Marm's First Law; "Everything is simple, once you 

understand it." 
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INTEREST RATES - LOANS 

-
1 10,000 % May 2008 Scotland" . 

9,125 % 287 BC 

9,125 % 1920 Argentina 

9,125 % 1980 Argentina 

1,800 % New York Cou 

576% Classical Athens 
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STAGNATION? ? 
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INTEREST RATES 

Base of diagram (x-axis, ever increasing to right by months) is TIME. Vertical 

axis is INTEREST RATE (y-axis, ever increasing upward by annual percent.) Three 

types of interest are represented, A, B, and C. 

Type A - Normal rates, <18% per year; typically horizontal, commonly for house, 

vehicular loans, etc 

Type B - Normally inclined, <18% per year; commonly used for credit cards, debit cards, 

etc 

Both A and B are linear. 

Type C - Mathematically are compound interest based on both unpaid principle and 

interest. C is not linear, rather it is mathematical, ever increasing exponentially 

upwardly at rates that> 18% per year. For more than 5,000 years this has been 

considered excessive and illegal and has been called USUR Yl Actual annual 

USURY rates documented by Sidney Homer (1962-2005) and Niall Ferguson 

(2008) are shown by percent annual interest and dates. 
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